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Iron Stocked Anchor
Recording Guidance Notes
Section 1: General Information
Recorders
Names - Please add the names of the people completing the form
Date - Please add the date the form is completed. Record as day month year (dd/mm/yyyy)
Group/Organisation - Please add the name of the group or organisation undertaking the survey, if
appropriate (eg. NAS, AIMA, WUAA, etc)
Big Anchor ID - Do not complete this field on the form – this unique number will be allocated automatically
when uploaded to the project database

Context
Category - This defines the general context regarding the present status of this anchor.
Wreck
Isolated site
Museum
Land
Publication
Treatise
Other

Anchor is still in situ on a wreck site (submerged or beached).
Anchor is still in situ but forms an isolated site (submerged or beached).
Anchor is at a museum (exhibited inside/outside of).
Anchor is on land (front lawn, park, etc.) but not associated with a wreck or a museum.
Only known occurrence is in a publication (give reference in the illustration field on the
Drawing and Photograph Form).
Presented in a historical shipbuilding or maritime treatise (give reference in the illustration
field on the Drawing and Photograph Form).
None of the above (details in the illustration field on the Drawing and Photograph Form).

Site - Name attributed to the site to which anchor is related. In the case of a wreck, it could be the name of
the ship (if identity is known) or what the site is known as (for example: Channel wreck). In the case of a
“land” anchor, this may be left blank.
Location - Where the site or anchor is geographically located. This comprises the name of the city/town,
province/state/county, country and could include possible landmark (for example: Queens Road, Portsmouth,
England; or Lighthouse Point, Louisbourg, Nova Scotia, Canada).
GPS coordinates - if you are providing positional information derived from a GPS please provide latitude
and longitude in decimal degrees.
Reference - Unique archaeological or museum reference number if anchor has been excavated or
catalogued. Left blank if not referenced.
Ship name - Name of ship to which this anchor was associated, if known.
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Ship type - Type of ship (barque, frigate, schooner, etc.) associated with anchor, if known.
Ship size - Size of ship (in tons) associated with anchor, if known. If not in tons, specify unit of
measurement.
Function - What was the anchor used for on board the vessel (only if known with certainty).
Bower
Sheet
Kedge
Stream
Grapnel
Other

Anchor located at the bow, usually one on each side, used for normal anchoring procedures of the
vessel.
Larger anchor of the vessel used in case of emergency, often placed between decks.
Smaller anchor used in support of bower anchors or for lighter manoeuvres.
Anchor carried as a spare in some large ships, smaller than the bower and sheet anchor, but
larger than the kedge.
Small anchor with multiple arms used for small vessels or light manoeuvres.
Specify.

Anchor type - Attributed name of anchor type for patented model (for example; Trotman, Porter).

Date and Origin
Date - Absolute date of the anchor: in the case of a wreck, date of sinking; in the case of a treatise, date of
publication. Can be left blank.
Period - Time period of the anchor, in half century (ex. 1st half of 18th century; 2nd half of 19th century), if
known
Nationality - Country of origin of the anchor (where the ship was built or outfitted, nation targeted by author
of a treatise). Enter name of country (eg. France, and not French).
Certainty - Degree of confidence in the date and origin of the anchor.
Confirmed
Probable
Tentative
Unknown

There is no doubt as to the date and/or origin of the anchor (if it is definitely associated
with an identified wreck).
Evidence, information or knowledge is indicating that it seems to be is associated with a
ship, but there information has not or cannot be verified.
Information is fragmentary, hypothetical.
No information.

Features Present
Stock - Is the original stock in place or partly in place? (Check box if yes).
Squaring of shank - Does the shank become square where the stock
would have been located? (Check box if yes).

Ring
Is the ring still in place? (Check box if yes).

Anchor Ring
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Shackle
Is a shackle still in place? (Check box if yes).

Anchor shackle

Number of arms
Number of arms of the anchor.

Inscriptions
Are there any inscriptions present on the anchor? (Check box if yes). Provide details of inscription in the
illustration field on the Drawing and Photograph Form.

Description of Features
Shape of flukes
To which of the following does the shape of the flukes correspond:
Triangle
Spade
Tipped spade
Almond
Other

Triangle

Three straight sides with three points.
Straight lower side, rounded lateral sides with a pointed bill.
Straight lower side, rounded lateral sides with an elongated bill.
Three rounded sides.

Spade

Tipped Spade

Almond

Stock type
Wood over
Wood through
Metal over
Metal straight
Metal bent

A wooden stock clamped over the exterior of the shank.
A wooden stock inserted in an opening (square) in the shank.
A metal stock clamped over the exterior of the shank.
A straight metal stock.
A metal stock with one retractable bent arm.

Other
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Wood Over

Wood through

Metal straight

Metal bent

Metal over

Stock section
Circular
Oval
Square
Rectangular
Other
Faceted edges

Circular

Section is a circle.
Section is oval.
All sides of section are of equal dimensions.
Lateral sides are of different dimensions than upper and lower sides.
Define.
If the section is square or rectangular, part or all of the edges have been facetted or
shaved to remove square edge. This can be checked in addition to another box.

Oval

Square

Rectangular

Faceted

Stock shape
Straight
Upturned
Tapered
Convex
Other

The stock is straight and even throughout its length.
The stock arms are both turned upwards to give the stock a very open V shape.
The stock tapers out on each side to give a smaller section/diameter at the ends. This can
be checked in addition to another box.
The stock’s upper surface is straight but the lower surface is convex.
Define.
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Straight

Tapered

Upturned

Convex

Stock fasteners (more than one method can be evident)
Trunnels
Nails
Metal straps
Cotter Pin
Other

Wooden dowels.
Iron nails.
Strips of iron wrapped around the stock. Insert total number.
Metal pin used to stop the stock moving (see picture)
Define.

Stock key
The stock key is formed by small tenons on the shank with the purpose of locking a wooden stock in place to
avoid pivoting movement around the shank.
Parallel
Perpendicular
None
Unknown

The axis of the key is the same as the axis of
the arms (same orientation as the arms).
The axis of the key is perpendicular to the axis
of the arms (90 degree orientation to the arms).
There is definitely no stock key.
It is impossible to determine if there was a stock
key on the shank.
Perpendicular stock key
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Shank form
To which of the following forms corresponds the shank’s circumference:
Round/oval
Facetted
Flattened
Unknown
Other

Completely round / oval
Multiple facets (give number).
Flat top with rounded sides.
Impossible to determine.
Define.

Crown shape
To which of the following forms corresponds the base of the anchor where the arms join:
Rounded
Pointed
Tip
Fishbuckle
Swivel
Other

Rounded

No visible point or tip.
The arms form an angle.
There is a small tip at the angle formed by the arms.
The crown has a hole with or without a shackle device This can be checked in addition.
The crown and the shank are joined by a swivel.
Define.

Pointed

Tip

Fishbuckle

Swivel

Arms
To which of the following form correspond the arms:
Straight
Angled sections
Arc
Segmented arc
Mobile
Other

Straight

Each arm forms a straight line.
Each arm is formed by two straight sections slightly at angle.
Both arms are part of one continuous arc.
Each arm forms an arc but both arms do not form a continuous arc.
Arms can pivot or swing up and down in relation to the shank.
Define.

Angled sections

Arc

Segmented Arc

Mobile
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Weight
Present weight of the anchor, if available.

Section 2: Dimensions

Note: All measurements should be taken in centimetres / millimetres eg
10.5cm (10cm 5mm) or 182.5cm (eg 1m 82cm 5mm)

Shank
Length of shank
Length of shank from the extremity of the crown upper finished end of the shank.
Max width at top of shank
Maximum width of shank at point just below the position of the stock.
Max width at bottom of shank
Maximum width of shank at lowest point, just above the arms.
Dimensions of eye of stock
If an iron stock goes through a round eye, the diameter of the eye. If a wooden
stock goes through a square eye, dimensions of the sides of the eye.

Arms
Length of one arm
Distance of a straight line between the tip of the crown to the tip of the bill.

Amplitude of arms
Distance between the two bills measured around the exterior (bottom) of the arms.

Height of bills
Distance measured on the shank from the tip of the crown (lowest point of the
anchor) to the point where a projected line from the bill would meet the centre
of the shank at a straight angle.

Distance between bills
Distance of a straight line between both bills.
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Stock
Length of stock
If the stock is complete, total length of the stock from one extremity to the other.
If the stock is a bent stock, length from the extremity of the straight side to the
outside of the straight angle of the bent side.
Max circumference of stock
If the section of the stock is round or oval, greatest circumference
of the stock, usually close to the shank.
Min circumference of stock
If the section of the stock is round or oval and tapers, smallest circumference
of the stock, usually close to the extremities. If stock does not taper, leave blank.
Max thickness of stock
If the section of the stock is square or rectangular, greatest thickness of the stock,
usually close to the shank. Thickness is taken on the front or back face of the stock.
Min thickness of stock
If the section of the stock is square or rectangular and tapers, smallest thickness
of the stock, usually close to the shank. If stock does not taper, leave blank.
Thickness is taken on the front or back face of the stock.
Max width of stock
If the section of the stock is square or rectangular, greatest width of the stock,
usually close to the shank. Width is taken on the upper or lower face of the stock.
Min width of stock
If the section of the stock is square or rectangular and tapers, smallest width
of the stock, usually close to the shank. Width is taken on the upper or lower face
of the stock.

Fluke
Width of fluke
Widest dimension of fluke.
Length of fluke
Distance from the bill to centre of the bottom side of the fluke.

Key
Height of key
Distance between the top of the key to the bottom of the key along the shank.
Distance of key
Distance of the top of the key to the highest point of the shank.
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Ring (record only if present at the top of the shank)
Diameter of ring
Widest diameter of the interior of the ring.
Diameter of eye of ring
Diameter of the eye for the ring in the shank.
Thickness of ring
Width or thickness of ring.

Shackle (record only if present at the top of the shank)
Diameter of shackle
Widest diameter of the interior of the shackle.
Diameter of eye of shackle
Diameter of the eye for the shackle in the shank.
Thickness of shackle pin
Width or diameter of shackle pin if still present.
Opening of shackle
Smallest distance between the lower tabs of the shackle giving its smallest opening.

Photographs
It is recommended to complement the data with a selection of photographs with scale. Ideally, five
photographs are suggested, the most important one being an overall view of the anchor. The five suggested
views are as follows:
12345-

Overall view showing the entire anchor from the front (both arms visible on each side).
View of the interior face (palm) of one fluke showing its shape.
Close-up view of one arm showing the shape of the arm.
Close-up view of the crown showing the welding of the two arms.
Close-up view of the upper area of the shank showing the ring, the stock key and other features.

NB: The max dimension of any image will be cropped to 150px (thumbnails) and 500px (main image).
For best results, prepare a square photo cropped fairly tight on your subject. We can accept JPEG
(.jpg), PNG (.png) and GIF (.gif) format images. For best results we recommend JPEG for photos and
PNG for Black & White line drawings. Large files (bigger than 100kB) will take a long time to process,
MAX file size = 500kB

